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Model Number: StickyTabs

Sticky Tabs AC8403  3X3.5 inch X 100 ft Furniture Carpet Tabs that Stick 8.697-032.0

Manufacturer: Sticky Tabs

ADDITIONAL ROLLS SHIP FOR $1.00 EACH

Revolutionary Addition to The Carpet Cleaners Arsenal 
Removable adhesive on one side, heavy duty plastic on the other. Easily apply tacky
side up while furniture is pulled out, then slide back to original position. Prevents hard
to reach areas such as corners of rooms. Technicians can apply STICKY-TABS to all
furniture legs EVEN BEFORE the cleaning process. Prevents "card slip outs" when
the customer adjusts the furniture after the technicians leave the job site.

Description: Sticky Tabs 
Item Code:  StickyTabs
Benefits to user:  These are like mini skidders or carpet glides.  They protect the
damp carpet from developing wood stains, rust, dye stain, dirt, and varnish marks as
well as keeps the wood on the furniture from soaking up moisture from the damp
carpet.  The furniture slides easier back and forth and you do not have to worry about
purchasing someone's carpet that you damaged.  Buy more, save more.  The more
rolls you purchase, the cheaper they become.

Furniture Tabs are 3 inches wide, by 3.5 inches long with 340 tabs in a roll (X 100 ft).

Also marketed under part numbers: CA-ST-EA, AC8403, 86970320, 8.697-032.0

Sticky Tabs
Sticky Tabs are easy-to-apply, sturdy, 3" x 3&frac12;" plastic tabs with adhesive on
one side.
Simply pull the perforated tabs off the 100' roll (approximately 340  tabs per roll),
place them under the furniture (sticky side up), and  move the furniture back-and-forth
to make pre-spraying and extraction  easy.
Sticky Tabs:

    • Stay Under the Furniture!
    • Are Quick and Easy to Apply!
    • Speed Up Your Jobs!
    • Make You More Efficient!

Factory Min shipping charge on this items is $25!  Cannot be dropped shipped. 

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Friday 09 May, 2008
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